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Abstract
Modelling and simulation of interaction of laser pulse with individual liquid droplets are
of crucial importance in terms of development and code coupling for simulation of laser
propulsion and detonation in gas-droplet systems. These applications are challenging and
complex for many reasons, one among them is the disparate time and length scales that are
required to resolve for an accurate physical representation of the problem. The injection of
liquid droplets with low evaporation temperature causes optical breakdown on the individual
droplet and leads to a drop of the minimum pulse energy of detonation in the gas-droplet
mixture. The mathematical models of various stages of the optical breakdown on individual
droplet and numerical methodology for computer modelling of the laser-induced breakdown
are developed. Sub-models of optical breakdown on liquid droplet include droplet heating
to boiling temperature, its evaporation and formation of vapor aureole around the droplet,
ionization of vapor aureole and development of electron avalanche, appearance of micro-
plasma spots and their expansion, propagation of shock wave inside the droplet and in the
surrounding gas. The threshold intensity of optical breakdown on individual water droplet
and its dependence on droplet radius, location of droplet, total energy and radius of laser
pulse are studied.
Keywords
Flight safety; Laser propulsion; Laser pulse; Droplet; Numerical simulation; Optical break-
down; Threshold intensity; Shock wave
1 Introduction
Interaction of a laser pulse with gas-droplet mixtures plays an important role in the de-
sign and improvement of propulsive characteristics of pulse detonation engines [1{4]. Laser
propulsion using water droplets as a propellant is considered to have a wide range of future
aerospace applications [5]. There are similarities between the laser-induced acoustic shock
waves and those associated with blast waves and sonic booms. The acoustic pulses asso-
ciated with laser-induced sparks could be used in the laboratory to simulate blast sounds
from explosions or sonic booms and to investigate the associated propagation eects [6]. The
propagation of laser beams in the atmosphere involves the interaction of high power or high
Corresponding author: pavelbulat@mail.ru
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peak intensity pulses with atmospheric aerosols which can alter the beam energy delivery
and its spatial characteristics over long propagation lengths [7].
In order to have a more ecient propulsive eect with a minimum consumption of water
and for safe transportation of laser radiation through gas-droplet ows, further studies on
interaction of laser pulse with individual droplets have become more important.
When a high-power laser pulse (I  1011 W/cm2) is focused at a point and interacts
with a gas, the gas is heated to temperatures of thousands of degrees within several microsec-
onds, breaking down and becoming highly ionized. This process, laser-induced breakdown
(LIB), is always accompanied by a light ash and generation of sound (acoustic shock wave).
Droplets, trapped by a laser beam, considerably inuence results of the LIB. There is a
threshold intensity of the laser pulse at which intense evaporation of the droplet leads to
heat destruction of the droplet either by means of local jetting of the essential part of the
droplet mass or due to an explosion of the droplet (optical breakdown).
During optical breakdown, a high free electron density (a plasma) of the order of 1018{
1020 electrons/cm3 is produced [8]. Two mechanisms are responsible for gas ionization [9]:
multi-photon ionization and cascade ionization (it is also referred as electron avalanche or
impact ionization). Multi-photon absorption results when a molecule simultaneously absorbs
enough photons to ionize the molecule and occurs when the incoming laser irradiance exceeds
a threshold intensity. Avalanche ionization (electron cascade) is initiated when free electrons
present in the material absorbing the laser energy. Seed electrons absorb laser energy by
favorable collisions with heavier particles (molecules and ions). If the electrons sustain
enough favorable collisions, they gain sucient energy to impact ionize other molecules,
freeing new electrons to repeat the process, which results in a geometric increase in the
free electron density. For long pulses (in the microsecond regime), LIB is primarily caused
by avalanche ionization, while multi-photon absorption dominates breakdown in the low
femtosecond regime [10]. Both multi-photon absorption and avalanche ionization depend on
the laser intensity and require a minimum threshold intensity before breakdown is initiated
[11].
Many experimental and computational studies have been performed on the interaction
between single droplets and focused laser beams demonstrating the inuence of droplet size
and other parameters on the breakdown process. A physical model describing the process
of the laser and water droplet interaction is proposed in [12, 13]. It has been shown that
the droplet acts like a lens and focuses the laser light with ignition occurring on the shadow
side of the droplet in either the gas or liquid phase. Once breakdown has occurred, plasma
is vented from the droplet away from the laser and explosive vaporization of the droplet
occurs. The breakdown energy is a function of droplet and gas material, droplet size, and
this is over two{three orders of magnitude smaller than for pure gas ignition [14].
Experiments on the LIB of large transparent liquid droplets are reviewed in [15]. LIB
is linked with non-linear optical eects in droplets. A micrometer-sized transparent droplet
acts as an optical cavity to provide feedback for the internally generated non-linear radiation.
The schematic pattern of the LIB is supported with the experiments [16]. When a water
droplet is irradiated by a high power laser pulse, the laser-induced plasma reaches a maximum
speed of 20 km/s. Experimental study on the vaporization of fog droplets subjected to CO2
laser irradiation is performed in [17,18].
A water droplet is nearly transparent for laser radiation. The Lorenz{Mie calculations
give a result such that the droplet concentrates the input intensity I0 at three locations
around the principal diameter [19]: outside the droplet near the shadow face with intensity
about  103I0, inside the droplet near the shadow face with intensity larger than 102I0,
inside the droplet near the illuminated face with intensity about 102I0. These enhanced
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intensities lower the threshold intensity in the droplet and in the surrounding gas. Optical
eects in micro-sized droplets are reviewed in [20]. Mie scattering and related computational
methods are discussed in [21].
When the droplet is hit by a laser pulse with high energy a part of the liquid is con-
verted into a plasma state. This laser-induced phase change is the driving force of the uid
dynamics. The complete vaporization or explosion of micrometer-sized droplets results from
the linear absorption of laser energy [22]. Self-focusing and dielectric breakdown leads to
plasma formation in transparent droplets [23]. Laser impact has also been used to generate
liquid motion by vaporization or plasma formation in conned geometries [24, 25].
The explosive evaporation of water droplets is discussed in [26{29]. For water droplets
of radius from 50 to 200 m, the process of explosive evaporation occurs at a temperature
103 K. Shock waves arising as a result of expansion of a droplet and high pressure within the
droplet are treated as the mechanism triggering an optical breakdown [26]. The explosive
evaporation of the droplet is attributed to the emergence and growth of vapor bubbles within
the droplet [27,28], when the liquid temperature reaches that of explosive boiling (for water,
this temperature at normal pressure is 578 K). It is suggested that if there are impurities in
the water droplets, the breakdown could be initiated inside the droplet rst and later on in
the air surrounding the droplet [29].
The heating of the plasma depends dramatically on the laser parameters (duration,
pulse shape, and intensity) on one hand, and on the droplet diameter on the other [30].
The explosive vaporization of a single droplet by high-power laser radiation is inves-
tigated in [31]. The optical size of the droplet is assumed to be in the Rayleigh limit (it
absorbs energy uniformly). Uniform absorption leads to the spherically symmetric motion,
and a one-dimensional simulation is sucient to describe the ow. The duration of the
pulse is so short that no uid motion occurs during the pulse. The slow vaporization regime
considered incorporates molecular transport eects but assumes a constant pressure eld,
thus eliminating convection. Breakdown is not considered, but the results obtained support
the possibility of ionization in the shock-heated air.
A model for simulating the LIB in air and behind droplets is developed in [11]. A
direct Monte Carlo simulation is presented taking into account energy losses via ionization,
vibrational and excitational losses. The light eld distribution behind spherical droplet is
described by Mie theory which gives an analytical solution of the Maxwell equations for
spherical boundary conditions. Computational as well as experimental results are presented
varying the gas pressure, laser pulse length, focal spot size and droplet size. The breakdown
in the presence of droplets shows a much steeper dependency on increasing gas pressure and
droplet size than breakdown in air without droplets. The combined eect of increasing Mie
intensities behind larger droplets and the increasing focal spot size results in a signicant
decrease of the threshold intensity by almost two orders of magnitude for larger droplets.
Processes that control transport and optical breakdown on droplets remain unresolved
and introduce signicant uncertainties into modelling and simulation [32]. The most impor-
tant parameter for practical applications is the threshold intensity of laser pulse required
for optical breakdown on individual droplet. Physical and mathematical models of LIB
on individual droplet and numerical methodology for computer modelling of laser-induced
breakdown are developed in this study. Mathematical models of various stages of the optical
breakdown are derived and applied to the analysis of LIB on micrometer-sized water droplets.
The threshold intensity of optical breakdown and its dependence on input parameters such
as droplet radius, location of droplet, total energy of laser pulse and radius of laser spot, are
studied. Comparison of some numerical results with experimental data is made.
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2 Breakdown mechanism
The explosive vaporization of a single droplet by pulsed laser radiation is considered. In the
explosive vaporization regime, molecular transport eects such as mass diusion and heat
conduction are small compared to convective transport. Convective transport is driven by
gradients in the pressure eld. Convection becomes important when the vapour pressure of
the evaporating droplet becomes comparable to the pressure of the surrounding gas. The
lowering of the breakdown potential has been attributed to shock heating of the atmosphere.
The high-intensity laser beam interacts with a single droplet those radius is much larger
than the laser wavelength. The rate at which the heat is generated determines the response
of the droplet. The heating rate varies over a wide range, as determined by the complex
index of refraction, the intensity of the radiation source and the optical size of the droplet.
The optical size (Mie size parameter) is dened as x = 2rs=, where rs is the droplet radius
and  is the wavelength of the incident light.
As the input laser intensity, I0, increases from low to medium, and to high values, the
LIB processes is shown schematically in the Figure 1, where  is time of laser pulse. The
specic example is for a liquid droplet with a high LIB threshold IB in a gas and with a low
LIB threshold IA in the droplet [19]. The schematic pattern of the LIB is supported with
the experiments reported in [16].
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Figure 1. Optical breakdown on a liquid droplet with dierent inten-
sities of a laser pulse
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With a low I0 (when I0 = IA), LIB is localized in the gas near the shadow face, and
the subsequent portion of the laser pulse sustains the growth of the breakdown (Figure 1a).
After the laser pulse, the plasma emission and shock wave propagates away from and towards
the droplet. A micrometer-sized transparent droplet acts as a thick lens to focus the input
radiation just outside the droplet shadow face and to concentrate the input radiation mainly
in a region just inside it. Although the external intensity maximum is an order of magnitude
larger than the internal intensity maximum, LIB is initiated within the shadow face of a
droplet [15].
With a medium I0 (when I0 > IB), LIB in the liquid is initiated when I0 = IB, although
LIB in the gas occurs when I0 = IA (Figure 1b). Once LIB has occurred in the liquid, this
internal plasma blocks the laser beam from reaching the region outside the shadow face.
The plasma in the gas absorbs considerably less energy than the plasma in the liquid. This
subsequent portion of the laser pulse therefore sustains the shock wave in the droplet, which
ejects the plasma into the gas outside the shadow face and pushes the plasma in the liquid
towards the illuminated face.
With a high I0 (when I0  IB), the subsequent portion of the laser pulse sustains
the shock wave propagating in the liquid towards the illuminated face and then in the gas
towards the laser to form a laser-supported detonation wave (Figure 1c). The resultant
internal plasma blocks the laser from reaching the region outside the shadow face, and
absorbs more of the laser pulse to produce a shock wave and a laser-supported detonation
wave.
Processes leading to explosion and optical breakdown of individual droplet have been
identied on the basis of existing experimental and computational data (Figure 2). Com-
pared to a metal particle [14], heating and evaporation of a liquid droplet are delayed due to
weak absorption of the laser radiation. Concentration of free electrons in the vapor aureole
is insucient for development of an electron avalanche. The key mechanism of development
of optical breakdown is explosive evaporation of the droplet.
The laser radiation focuses inside a droplet near its shadow side (Figure 2a). In this
region, overheating conditions arise, and the liquid is in a meta-stable state in which its
temperature exceeds the temperature of the saturated vapor at a given temperature. An
internal vapor cavity is formed, and the liquid boils o in this cavity (Figure 2b). Increase
in pressure in the vapor cavity creates conditions for internal micro-breakdown. An internal
micro-plasma spot appears and absorbs the laser radiation (Figure 2c). Further increase in
pressure in the vapor cavity forms a shock wave expanding inside the droplet (Figure 2d).
Expansion of this shock wave induces thermal ionization of the surrounding gas on the
shock wave front (Figure 2e). Free electrons that have appeared on the shock wave front
induce chain mechanism of breakdown, receiving their energy due to the reverse drag eect
(Figure 2f). Intense vaporization of the droplet leads to the thermal destruction of the
droplet either by means of local jetting of a part of the droplet mass or by its explosion.
3 Laser pulse
The time of laser pulse, its shape and intensity dene the interaction of laser pulse with
individual droplet. The intensity of laser pulse is represented as a product of the maximal
intensity, I0, the function describing the time distribution of the intensity, f1(t), the function
taking into account the spatial distribution of the intensity, f2(r), and the function describing
absorption of laser radiation in the medium, f3(z). The intensity of laser pulse is
I(t; r; z) = I0f1(t)f2(r)f3(z);
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a) b)
c) d)
e) f)
Figure 2. Mechanism of optical breakdown on a
liquid droplet
where t is the time, r is the radial coordinate, and z is the coordinate indicating direction
of propagation of laser beam.
The theoretical peak intensity of laser pulse at any radial point is calculated for given
power and radius of laser spot. The laser does not reach its peak operating power at the
moment when it is turned on. It requires a short time to ramp up to its peak output. For a
laser pulse which lasts 8 s, the laser output reaches its peak intensity in about one fourth
of a pulse duration and has dropped to roughly three fourth of its peak value when the laser
is shut o. The laser model includes a ramp time parameter during which time the laser's
output increases linearly to a maximum (Figure 3).
The time distribution of the intensity is represented by a continuous piecewise-linear
function
f1(t) =
N 1X
k=1

Ik + (Ik+1   Ik) t  tk
tk+1   tk

(tk; tk+1);
where tk and Ik are the time and the intensity of laser pulse in the ramp point k, and N is
a number of ramp points. The function (tk; tk+1) is given by the expression
(tk; tk+1) =
t  tk + jt  tkj
2jt  tkj+ "  
t  tk+1 + jt  tk+1j
2jt  tkj+ " ;
where " is the small value used to avoid division by zero.
A piecewise-linear representation of the shape of laser pulse is used to compute the
integral time parameter of laser pulse
S =
1Z
0
f1(t)dt =
1
2
N 1X
k=1
Ik+1 + Ik
tk+1   tk :
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Figure 3. Intensity of laser pulse as a function of time
In a plane normal to the propagation direction of laser pulse, the spatial distribution of
the intensity is described by the normal (Gaussian) distribution (Figure 4, where the radius
of laser spot is 5 mm)
f2(r) = exp

 2r
2
R2

;
where r is the radial distance from centreline of the laser beam and R is the radius of laser
spot.
5
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0
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0
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f 2
Figure 4. Intensity of laser pulse as a function of radial co-
ordinate
The absorption of laser radiation is described by Bouguer{Lambert{Beer law
f3(z) = exp ( z) ;
where  is the absorption coecient. The absorption coecient depends on the nature, ag-
gregate state and volume fraction of particles as well as on the wavelength of laser radiation.
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The total energy of laser pulse is related to its intensity
Q =
1Z
0
2Z
0
1Z
0
I0f1(t)f2(r)rdr d' dt;
where ' is the polar angle. Integration over time gives the maximum intensity of laser pulse
I0 =
2Q
R2S
:
The total energy of laser pulse is used as the input parameter of the computational model.
4 Mathematical model
Optical breakdown is a complex process involving coupling between droplet and electro-
magnetic wave interaction, chemical reactions and uid dynamic eects. However, the es-
timations show a wide separation in timescales of the laser pulse duration and blast wave
propagation. The laser is pulsed on a time scale of some microseconds while the blast wave
is observed on a time scale of 10 to 100 s. Since the plasma forms on the time scale of the
laser pulse duration, there is one to two order of magnitude separation in time scales.
4.1 Time scales
Water is material which is commonly used for droplets' generation since its optical, physico-
chemical and uidic properties are relatively well known.
To derive mathematical model and justify assumptions, it is necessary to carry out an
estimation of time scales of the problem. These are the following
1 =
sr
2
s
Y D
; 2 =
r2s
as
; 3 =
r2s
ag
; 4 =
r2s
D
; 5 =
cssr
2
s
g(T )
; 6 =
rs
us
;
where 1 is the time of burn-out of a droplet, 2 and 3 are the transient period of temperature
inside and outside a droplet, 4 is the transient period of concentration eld of the oxidant
and combustion products, 5 is the time of heating of a droplet up to temperature T with
the laser radiation, 6 is the time of the gas dynamics processes on the scale equal to the
droplet size.
The time scale estimations for a water droplet in air are shown in the Figure 5 using log-
arithmic scales, where thermal conductivity of the gas is 0.026 W/(mK), thermal diusivity
of the gas is 2:1  10 5 m2/s, density of the droplet is 1000 kg/m3, thermal diusivity of
the droplet is 2:3 10 5 m2/s, specic heat capacity of the droplet is 4.2 kJ/(kgK), oxidant
mass fraction is 0.3 kg/m3, diusion coecient of oxidant is 1:8 10 5 m2/s.
The diusive processes dene the evolution of the system on time scales which are much
longer than the time of the laser pulse. In calculations, the time of laser pulse is 2.6 s,
and the diusion is not taken into account. For water droplets 1  5, and the model of
thermally thick droplet is used to simulate heating and evaporation of a droplet.
In the explosive vaporization regime, molecular transport eects such as mass diusion
and heat conduction are small compared to convective transport. Convective transport is
driven by gradients in the pressure eld. Convection becomes important when the vapor
pressure of the evaporating droplet becomes comparable to the pressure of the surrounding
gas. Under these conditions, the rate of evaporation becomes greater than the rate at which
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Figure 5. Typical time scales
diusion can conduct mass away from the droplet. As the temperature and, therefore, the
vapor pressure and evaporation rate of the droplet rise, convection becomes an eective
mechanism for mass transport away from the droplet.
4.2 Heating and evaporation
In order to describe the heating of a single droplet, when regions of internal focusing with
an increased energy release are present because of the eects characterized by the Mie the-
ory, the unsteady heat diusive equation is solved [13]. In a conservative form, the heat
diusive equation for gas (k = 1) and droplet (k = 2) with internal heat sources in spherical
coordinates is written as
kck
@Tk
@t
=
1
r2
@
@r

r2k
@Tk
@r

+Gk(r; t): (1)
Here, c is the specic heat capacity, and  is the thermal conductivity. The source terms,
G1 and G2, are associated with the chemical reactions in the mixture and with the bulk
heat release due to the absorption of laser radiation by a droplet. The source term G1 is
calculated proceeding from the kinetics of combustion of a mixture. The heat input intensity
per unit volume of droplet is found from the relation
G2 =
IKsSs
Vs
;
where Ss is the eective cross-sectional area of droplet, and Vs is the droplet volume. The
eectiveness factor of absorption, Ks, is estimated in terms of complex refractive index.
The energy balance equation on the interface between the droplet and surrounding gas
(without phase transition on the droplet surface) is written in the form

@T
@r

r=rw
  s@Ts
@r

r=rw
= I(t):
Continuity of temperature (Ts = T at r = rw) is applied if the droplet temperature is smaller
than the boiling temperature. In the presence of evaporation, the boundary condition on
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the droplet surface has the form
s
@Ts
@r

r=rw
= Hvuv   I;
where uv is the speed of the evaporation front, and Hv is the specic heat of phase transition.
To perform numerical calculations, a frame of reference related to the droplet surface is
used to describe evaporation of droplet. The new coordinate is introduced as  = r=rw(t).
Lagrangian formulation of the problem allows to simplify specication of the boundary con-
ditions.
4.3 Vapor cavity
A high-power laser pulse that is focused into a droplet produces a vapor cavity. A mathe-
matical model for the spherically symmetric motion of a laser-induced bubble is used which
accounts for gas and liquid compressibility, heat and mass transport eects inside bubble
and liquid [28].
In the case of volumetric heat input to a droplet, its central regions become superheated
and the liquid in these regions is in the meta-stable state. The boiling o of the liquid to
the vapor cavity causes a pressure rise, an expansion of the cavity and a vapor explosion
of the droplet. Because the motion of liquid within the droplet is taken to be spherically
symmetric and potential, the dynamic equation for droplet with an internal vapor cavity is
a generalization of the Rayleigh equation for the motion of gas bubble in innite liquid
1 +
rb
rw
 
rbrb + 2 _r
2
b
  1
2

1 +
r4b
r4w

_r2b =
pb   pw
=rw
;
where pw and pb are the pressure on the external boundary of the droplet (at r = rw) and
the pressure on the surface of the gas bubble (at r = rb). Dot denotes time dierentiation.
The instant of generation of the vapor phase is found using the theory of homogeneous
nucleation, which enables one to estimate the time of critical nucleation depending on the
degree of superheating and to determine the vapor phase nucleation as a result of variation
of the parameters of surrounding liquid [12]. The rate of nucleation is dened by the average
number of supercritical nuclei per unit time, and depends on the interfacial surface tension
and on the depth of meta-stability. The critical radius of the bubble is calculated in terms of
the characteristics of superheating and physical characteristics of the liquid. The Clausius{
Clapeyron equation is used to calculate the saturated vapor pressure above the surface of
the liquid phase.
In the equilibrium mode of evaporation, the heat absorbed by a droplet is spent to
support the processes of phase transition whose intensity is dened by the latent heat of
vaporization. The energy balance equation has the form
 4r2w s
@Ts
@r

r=rw
= 4r2wsHv
drw
dt
:
It is assumed that the transition of superheated liquid to the vapor phase begins at
superheated temperatures when the amount of heat stored in the superheated liquid is twice
the heat of phase transition.
4.4 Ionization of vapor aureole
Evaporation of a droplet leads to the formation of a vapor aureole. Focusing a laser pulse
on a suciently small spot size creates high intensities and high electro-magnetic eld in the
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focal region, resulting in well localized plasma. Further energy is then accumulated by the
plasma through absorption, leading to rise of local temperature [9]. The process of electron
cascade growth is the dominant eect for breakdown generation. A free seed electron gains
kinetic energy by absorbing the energy from the electro-magnetic eld of the laser radiation.
During collisions with other atoms, new electrons are generated, and the avalanche eect
takes place. The mechanism of generation of laser plasma in vapor aureole around the droplet
is related to reverse drag eect [14].
Taking the spatial distribution of the laser intensity as a Gaussian shape, calculations are
preformed to obtain the distribution of the electron density in the cylindrical focal volume.
The equations describing electron avalanche in the vapor aureole include the equation
of heating of vapor aureole due to electron{atom collisions, the equation of warming-up of
electrons, the kinetic equation of ionization of vapor as a result of electron impact and the
equation of particle mass. These equations are written in the form
dTa
dt
=
6me
5ma
(Te   Ta);
dTe
dt
=  

Te +
2E
5k

1

d
dt
  6me
5ma
(Te   Ta) + 2
5k
I
n
;
d
dt
=
C
T
9=2
e
n

(1  ) 
2n
1     
3n

;
dms
dt
=  KsIAs
Vv
:
Here, m is the mass, n is the number density of heavy particles,  is the degree of ionization,
 is the collision frequency of electrons with atoms and ions, E is the potential of ionization,
As is the surface area of droplet, Ks is the factor describing eciency of absorption of laser
radiation by droplet, Vv is the volume of vapor aureole, and C = 1:05  10 8 cm6K9=2.
The equilibrium degree of ionization, , is dened from Saha equation for the temperature
of evaporation. Subscripts e and a correspond to the electrons and atoms, subscript v
corresponds to the vapor and subscript p corresponds to the droplet.
The induction period of chemical reaction is separated in time with the laser pulse, and
no signicant energy contribution is expected from the chemical reactions. This enables one
to nd the parameters of the mixture from the simplied model, assuming that the mixture
is adiabatically compressed by the vapor cavity.
4.5 Propagation of shock wave
To describe gas dynamic processes inside and outside a single droplet, the model consisting of
conservative equations of mass, momentum, energy and species for a mixture of ideal multi-
component non-viscous and non-conducting components (Euler equations) is used. In the
explosive vaporization regime, molecular transport eects such as diusion and conduction
are small compared to convective transport [31]. The plasma in vapor aureole is considered
as an ideal gas. The Euler equations are used to describe the plasma expansion in vapor
aureole (for simplicity, this process is assumed to be spherically symmetric). These equations
are written in the form
@U
@t
+
@F
@r
= H:
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The ow variables vector, the ux vector and the source term are
U =
0BB@

u
e
Yi
1CCA ; F =
0BB@
u
u2 + p
(e+ p)u
Yiu
1CCA ; H =
0BB@
0
0
0
!i
1CCA :
Here, t is time,  is the density, u is the velocity, p is the pressure, e is the specic to-
tal energy, Yi is the mass fraction of the ith component of the mixture, !i is the rate of
formation/consumption of ith component. The equation of state of an ideal gas is
p = RT
NcX
i=1
Yi
i
;
where i is the molecular weight of the ith component and R is the universal gas con-
stant. The specic internal energy and equation of state are used to nd the thermodynamic
properties of the mixture, its temperature and pressure. The temperature dependence of
the specic heat capacities of the components are presented in the form of a fourth-order
polynomial (JANAF tables).
The actual reaction is a multiple-step reversible reaction which is composed of many
elementary steps. A large amount of eort has been devoted to the development of detailed
and reduced kinetic mechanisms. The overall reaction order and overall activation energy
are important to characterize overall gas dynamics pattern and temperature of the mixture.
The chemical reaction is assumed to be an irreversible single step reaction. The heat eect
of the reaction calculated from the enthalpies of formation of the reactants and products of
reaction.
4.6 Optical properties
A set of Mie functions is used to compute the four Mie coecients, eciencies of extinction,
scattering, backscattering and absorption, and the two angular scattering functions [21].
The input parameters are the complex refractive index of the sphere relative to the ambient
medium and the size parameter [20]. The complex refractive index is n = n1 + in2, where
the real part n1 is the refractive index and indicates the phase velocity, while the imaginary
part n2 is the extinction coecient indicating the amount of attenuation loss when the
electromagnetic wave propagates through the material. The size parameter is x = krs,
where rs is the sphere radius and k the wave number in the ambient medium (k = 2=).
The eciencies Qi for the interaction of radiation with a scattering sphere of radius rs
are cross sections i normalized to the particle cross section, r
2
s , where subscript i stands for
extinction (i = ext), absorption (i = abs), scattering (i = sca), backscattering (i = bsc), thus
Qi = 
2
i =r
2
s . Energy conservation requires that ext = sca+abs. The scattering eciency,
Qsca, follows from the integration of the scattered power over all directions, and the extinction
eciency, Qext, follows from the extinction theorem (forward-scattering theorem).
5 Computational procedure
Equations describing heating and explosive evaporation of droplet and development of elec-
tron avalanche are solved numerically to obtain the threshold irradiance required to produce
breakdown for a given pulse duration, using a Runge{Kutta fourth order technique with
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adaptive time step. Optical breakdown is assumed to occur when the free electron density
obtained during the laser pulse exceeds the given critical value (1019{1020 cm 3).
Gas dynamics equations describing propagation of shock wave inside droplet and sur-
rounding gas are solved with nite volume method. Non-linear CFD solver works in an
explicit time marching fashion, based on a three-step Runge{Kutta stepping procedure and
piecewise parabolic method. The governing equations are solved with Chakravarthy{Osher
scheme for inviscid uxes. Details on the implementation of the computational procedure
for the two-phase ow model are provided in [33].
6 Results and discussion
The estimation of the threshold conditions of breakdown involves the successive solution of
problems such as the heating of a droplet to the temperature of explosive transformation,
the generation of shock wave of explosion products, the recording of the initial concentration
of free electrons in gas due to thermal ionization behind the shock wave front, and the
development of an electron avalanche in the vapor cavity. The source of laser radiation is
provided by a pulsed chemical HF laser with the following characteristics: time os laser
pulse is tp = 2:6 s, wavelength is  = 4:2 m, radius of laser spot is R = 5 mm, temporal
characteristic os laser pulse is S = 1:5 s. Droplet location relative to the centerline of the
laser beam, total energy and shape of laser pulse vary in the calculations. In all simulations,
a Gaussian intensity prole in time is assumed.
The high intensity radiation from a laser produces a plasma. Unlike water which is
almost transparent to the incident radiation, the plasma absorbs much of the laser energy
and converts it to heat. Explosion takes place when the superheating temperature of the
liquid nearby the plasma is reached.
Mie eciencies are plotted versus size parameter in the Figure 6 for liquid sphere (n =
2+ i0:01). A large number of spherical harmonics have to be computed. The parameter with
the maximum values and with the largest uctuations is the eciency of back-scattering (line
4). The lines 1 (eciency of extinction) and 2 (eciency of scattering) follow each other
closely near the values of 2. The lowest line (line 3) shows eciency of absorption.
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Figure 6. Mie eciencies for liquid sphere
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The complex scattering amplitudes, S1 and S2, are displayed on polar diagram in the
form of Mie scattering intensities (jS1j2 in the upper half of circle and jS2j2 in the lower half
of circle) showing the detailed shape of the scattering pattern. Both functions are symmetric
with respect to both half circles. The angular dependencies of the scattered power in the
two polarizations are plotted in the Figure 7 for liquid sphere. For liquid sphere, scattering
in the backward hemisphere is larger than in the forward hemisphere.
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Figure 7. Angular Mie scattering diagrams for liquid sphere at x = 1 (a) and x = 2 (b)
The temperature eld in a water droplet and surrounding gas is shown in the Figure 8.
The laser beam falls on the droplet from right to left. A local temperature rise is observed on
the exposed surface of the droplet. A thin thermal boundary layer is formed in the vicinity
of the droplet. An increase in temperature inside the droplet corresponds to the center
of an internal vapor cavity. The droplet is superheated, and water is in the meta-stable
state. In this region, ionization process is likely to occur. Line 7 corresponds to the start of
the explosive process at a temperature of 698 K. The time of explosive transformation of a
droplet is 1.55 s.
The droplet temperature depends on the energy of laser pulse. The heating of a droplet
to the boiling temperature with subsequent evaporation depends signicantly on the droplet
position. The droplets which are peripheral with respect to the beam centerline do not
reach the mode of developed vaporization and fail to develop conditions for the beginning
of the plasma generating process. Because the radiation intensity varies as a function of the
distance from the beam centerline by the Gaussian law, the breakdown occurs at dierent
times. No conditions of breakdown are observed for the droplet that is the most remote from
the centerline.
The plasma formation becomes almost non-transparent to laser radiation, which brings
about an increase in the temperature and pressure of the evaporation products, as well as
about the emergence of an unsteady ow in the neighborhood of micro-plasma formation.
The expansion of plasma formation generates a strong shock wave whose intensity decreases
with increasing distance from the droplet center (Figure 9).
Two shock waves are developed. One shock wave exists in the water region and faces
toward the origin. The second shock exists in the air and faces away from the origin.
The contact discontinuity, which is the remnant of the initial discontinuity, separates the
water from the air. The contact discontinuity is characterized by a discontinuous change
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Figure 8. Temperature eld inside and outside droplet
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Figure 9. Pressure (a), density (b), velocity(c) and temperature (d) distributions inside
droplet
in density and temperature, and continuous pressure and velocity proles. Shock waves are
discontinuous in all of the ow variables. The region between the water shock and the origin
is a region of strong expansion.
The shock pressure decreases faster with increasing propagation distance than in the
acoustic limit, where a pressure decay proportional 1=r would be expected for a spherical
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source. The fast pressure decay is caused by the energy dissipation at the shock front and the
non-linearity of propagation, which results in a modication of the pressure prole during
propagation. The speed of propagation increases with increasing pressure, causes the trailing
edge of a shock wave to propagate signicantly slower than the leading edge, resulting in
shock wave broadening. This shock wave broadening is most pronounced in high pressure
regions (near the droplet). Based on the conservation of momentum, a 1=r2 dependence of
the shock pressure can be derived if shock wave broadening is negligible. This relationship is
in reasonable agreement with experimental data obtained with nanosecond and picosecond
pulses at distances above 100 m.
The air is shock-heated to temperatures high enough to cause ionization. If the ionized
air is subjected to more radiation, avalanche breakdown of the air occurs. The simula-
tion substantiates the theory that shock heating of air is responsible for droplet enhanced
breakdown.
The plasma spot is non-transparent to laser radiation. An increase in pressure and
temperature induces the expansion of a shock wave. Its intensity decreases with increase
in distance from the center of the vapor cavity. Tables from 1 to 3 show LIB conditions
depending on the droplet radius and the total energy of the laser pulse. The rst column
corresponds to the total energy of laser pulse. The second column indicates the time of
explosive transformation. The third column gives the degree of ionization. The fourth
column indicates validation of the condition of explosive transformation. The fth column
indicates the presence or absence of an electron avalanche.
Table 1. Breakdown conditions for droplet of 5 m
Q, J te, m  T > Te Yes/No
5 |- {{ {{ {{
10 1.83 10 2 + +
15 1.38 10 2 + +
20 1.13 10 2 + +
30 0.93 10 2 + +
50 0.72 10 2 + +
Table 2. Breakdown conditions for droplet of 10 m
Q, J te, m  T > Te Yes/No
5 |- {{ {{ {{
10 |- {{ {{ {{
15 1.41 10 5 + +
20 1.16 10 2 + +
30 0.96 10 2 + +
50 0.77 10 2 + +
Table 1 shows that, in the case of a droplet with radius of 5 m, a breakdown is realized
at an energy of Q = 10 J. An increase in the droplet size causes an increase in the time
required for its heating and a decrease in the degree of ionization behind the shock wave.
However, the Table 2 shows that the energy of Q = 15 J is estimated to be sucient
for initiating a laser breakdown. At droplet radius of 20 m, the initial degree of ionization
behind the shock wave decreases. As a result, no electron avalanche develops for low energies
of laser pulse, and the threshold of plasma generation increases to Q = 30 J as presented in
the Table 3.
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Table 3. Breakdown conditions for droplet of 20 m
Q, J te, m  T > Te Yes/No
5 |- {{ {{ {{
10 |- {{ {{ {{
15 1.48 10 11 + |
20 1.23 10 11 + |
30 1.04 10 11 + +
50 0.83 10 11 + +
The heating occurs earlier in the pulse at higher intensity, giving rise to earlier expansion
of the plasma and decrease of its density. However, the temperature increases with intensity,
because even if the absorption drops with the density, the energy deposited in the target
increases.
The optical breakdown is a result of the competition between three factors: (i) heating
a droplet to the temperature of explosive transformation (at low laser pulse energy, the large
droplets do not have enough time for being heated, and the small droplets exchange heat
intensively with the surrounding), (ii) intensity of the shock wave contributing to the thermal
ionization of vapor (for large droplets, the intensity of shock wave is low), (iii) development
of an electron avalanche.
The radius of laser spot has a signicant impact on the threshold energy of optical
breakdown. For droplet radius of 5 m, a breakdown takes place at energy of Q = 10 J.
Increase in droplet radius leads to increase in time of droplet heating and decrease in degree
of ionization. No electron avalanche develops at low intensity of laser pulse, and threshold
energy of optical breakdown increases.
7 Conclusion
The injection of liquid droplets with low evaporation temperature causes optical breakdown
on the individual droplet and leads to a drop of the minimum pulse energy of detonation in
the gas-droplet mixture. Processes leading to explosion and optical breakdown of individual
droplet have been identied on the basis of existing experimental and computational data,
and mathematical models and numerical methodology for computer modelling of various
stages of the optical breakdown on individual droplet are developed. Sub-models of optical
breakdown on liquid droplet include droplet heating to boiling temperature, its evapora-
tion and formation of vapor aureole around the droplet, ionization of vapor aureole and
development of electron avalanche, appearance of micro-plasma spots and their expansion,
propagation of shock wave inside droplet and in the surrounding gas.
The threshold intensity of optical breakdown on individual water droplet and its de-
pendence on droplet radius, location of droplet, total energy and radius of laser spot are
studied. Occurrence of LIB is a result of the competition between dierent factors including
time of heating a droplet to the temperature of explosive transformation, intensity of the
shock wave contributing to the thermal ionization of vapor and time of development of an
electron avalanche.
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• Processes leading to optical breakdown of individual droplet are identified 
• Mathematical models of various stages of optical breakdown are developed 
• Threshold intensity of optical breakdown is calculated 
• Occurrence of optical breakdown on individual droplet is studied 
